
F
ashion is inherently emotive, helping us 
feel good, express ourselves, communicate 
our values and connect with others. Feeling 
is also influenced by a garment’s origins; 
who made it, and what is it made from?

The globalisation of the fashion system, race to 
the bottom for costs, and rampant expansion have 
eroded the old quality-driven, locally centred 
model, and we have become increasingly removed 
from the source of our clothing. We used to know, 
more or less, where our clothes came from: your 
mother, a dressmaker, or a local manufacturer.

We also understood a garment’s value more 
tangibly; it was expensive because it cost more to 
make, and because it was expensive, quality and 
longevity mattered. We mended garments, because 
replacing them wasn’t cheap to do.

In an increasingly opaque system of sprawling 
supply chains, disposability and questionable 
ethics, feelings of uncertainty and guilt are 
unavoidable. However education and investment 
are tools that give us agency and accountability.

It’s heartening to see the increasing adoption  
of sustainable fabrics in New Zealand, tethered  
to a groundswell of environmental awareness, 
corporate responsibility, and consumer demand.

While no option is perfect yet, a number of 
textiles and production methods are kinder to both 
the environment and workers. Organic materials 
are becoming more common, and the burgeoning 
movements of circularity and second-life sourcing 
utilise recycled textiles, deadstock fabric and 
upcycling. Across the following pages, shot at the 
inspiring Sanctuary Mahi Whenua community 
garden in Auckland, we present some choices for 
those looking to explore sustainable fabrics and 
progressive manufacturing. Invest in these options 
if you are able; for the budget-conscious, seek these 
out secondhand.

By no means a complete or exhaustive overview 
of sustainable fashion, we’ve highlighted five 
alternatives offered by local brands and makers 
that present forward thinking and a gentler 
planetary impact. 

FEELGOOD
FABRICS

Five eco-conscious textiles that are changing the way we buy our clothes.
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Frisson Knits cardigan, 
$385. Standard Issue 
turtleneck, $195, and 
pants, $379. Penny Sage 
merino knit, $395. Gabrielle 
Stoddard tote, $140, from 
Everyday Needs. All knitted 
in New Zealand.
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Harry Were jumper 
handknitted in New 
Zealand, $850,  
made to order.

KNITTED IN NZ

Though sheep remain one of New Zealand’s primary 
industries, much of our knitwear is now made offshore. 
Some local brands (including Standard Issue and Penny 
Sage) still manufacture knits here, providing jobs and an 
easily traceable supply chain. Vintage stores are a great 
place to find affordable locally made pieces, or ask your 
nana what’s in her wardrobe. Even better, pick up some 
knitting needles yourself – it’s very relaxing. 

Lucky Dip shirt upcycled from  
a bed sheet, duvet cover and 
deconstructed shirt, $350, from 
Shakes. Standard Issue knit, $189. 
Vintage jeans, $238, from Waves.

UPCYCLED

One of the logistically easier ways to embrace a circular 
economy, especially given the small scale of many local 
fashion brands, upcycling involves repurposing existing 
items and transforming them into new garments. Not 
only does it remove the need for new fabric, it also 
diverts preloved items away from landfill. For readers 
who can sew, upcycling old textile items into a new 
garment can be a thoroughly rewarding creative project.
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RECYCLED 

Technological innovation has led to an increasing 
availability of recycled textiles. These fall into the 
circular economy model, where rather than relying  
on virgin materials, pre- and post-consumer waste are 
turned into new fabric. Synthetic materials such as nylon 
were some of the first to be repurposed, and now cotton 
and denim are beginning to be recycled as well, using 
mechanical and chemical systems.

Patagonia top made from  
50 percent recycled cotton  
and 50 percent recycled 
polyester, $80, from Bivouac 
Outdoor. Benjamin Alexander 
beret, $119. Companion 
Co-design scarf made with  
local makers Pary and Shabana, 
$125. OPPOSITE Maggie Marilyn 
dress made from 100 percent 
post-consumer waste, $1055. 
Companion Co-design earrings 
made with local maker Pary, $90.
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Ovna Ovich top, $285. 
Kowtow jumper, $299. 
Collective Canvas sneakers, 
$120. All made from 100 
percent organic cotton. 
Mina trousers, $325. 
Companion Co-design  
hat, from $45. 

ORGANIC COTTON 

Produced without chemical fertilisers, genetic 
modification, pesticides, formaldehyde and synthetic 
dyes, certified fabrics also require ethical working 
conditions. Though generally lower-yield, organic 
cotton has a better environmental and social impact 
than conventional cotton, which is linked to pollution, 
soil degradation and health problems. Look out for 
organic certifications such as GOTS and NPOP.

DEADSTOCK FABRIC

This term refers to unused textiles; leftover  
or rejected by another brand, or vintage. Its 
use provides a solution to the surplus of fabric 
being produced, and prevents it from ending 
up in landfill. The finite yardage also makes it 
ideal for smaller brands or limited production 
runs. Home sewers can look for deadstock 
fabric on Trade Me.

Klay jacket, $340, and hat, $95, 
from Tessuti. Benjamin Alexander 
top, $295. Campbell Luke dress, 
$350. Nuda Miro pants, $675.  
All made in New Zealand from 
deadstock fabric. Birkenstock 
clogs, $130.

Model: Medhika Singhal from  
62 Management. Hair and 
makeup: Sophy Phillips. With 
thanks to Sanctuary Mahi 
Whenua community garden,  
sanctuaryunitec.garden
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